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Introducing Series Elastic Links for Affordable
Torque-Controlled Robots

Andrea Calanca , Eldison Dimo , Rudy Vicario , Paolo Fiorini , Mauro Serpelloni, and Giovanni Legnani

Abstract—Robotics has the potential to become a revolutionary
technology in the next future and if we want to spread it among
the population we must start accounting for affordability in robot
research and design. Plastic robots are an emerging example of
affordable design where expensive metal structures are replaced
by low-cost plastic materials. Plastic materials are not only cost
effective but, thanks to their inherent compliance and lightweight,
lead to significant advantages in terms of safety and force control-
lability. Inspired by the idea of series elastic actuator (SEA) this
letter introduces the new concept of series elastic link (SEL), which
exploits the inherent flexibility of plastic links to implement series
compliance. This letter elaborates on the concept of SEL and high-
lights a parallelism with SEAs. Then, focusing on a single-DOF
setup it shows that, beyond their economic advantage, SELs lead
to enhanced safety and more accurate force control with respect to
traditional SEA implementations. The proposed argumentations
are theoretically supported and experimentally validated.

Index Terms—Series elastic links, series elastic actuators, force
control, physical human-robot interaction, consumer robotics.

I. BACKGROUND

THE use of robotics in contemporary society is rapidly in-
creasing. While rehabilitation robots are today used in

big and medium therapeutic centers to more efficiently deliver
physical treatments, the Cybathlon competition is promoting the
development of assistive robotics for disabled people which is
expected to allow independence in their daily activities. Even
if the price of robots is continuously decreasing thanks to scale
economies, further steps are required to target the available in-
come of the majority of population and to meet widespread
human needs. Up to now, few research efforts are spent to in-
vestigate design paradigms that can guarantee both affordability
and human-oriented capabilities, i.e., the capabilities to cope,
support and interact with humans in a natural and safe way.
Human-oriented robots are expected to sense the physical in-
teraction with humans and to quickly react using force control
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technology [1], [2]. Also, to collaborate with humans and to
support their functions, these robots are expected to exert rela-
tively high forces (within the human range) with a high level of
safety. Unfortunately, at the current state of the technology only
high-cost robotic systems can provide these capabilities [3]–[5].

This letter proposes a fundamental building block in the di-
rection of designing affordable torque-controlled robots. Based
on the assumption that in different robotic applications plastic
materials will substitute metal structures, we introduce the con-
cept of Series Elastic Link (SEL) which exploits the inherent
flexibility of plastic links to implement compliant actuation and
control using inexpensive components. Compliant actuators are
a widespread technology to implement interaction control with
a high level of stability robustness and transparency [2], [6], [7].
They are usually composed of a motor in series with a com-
pliant element which is then connected to the robotic link. Un-
fortunately, even if it was proclaimed that such design enables
“excellent force control out of inexpensive components” [8],
in reality, several expensive spring design have been proposed
in the literature to realize compact elastic actuators [9], [10].
The concept of SEL introduces an alternative compliance im-
plementation: why adding expensive compliance in series with
the actuator when the link itself can be compliant? The SEL
design substitutes two high-cost components - the series spring
and the rigid link - with a single inexpensive and lightweight
compliant link which becomes the force sensor.

Flexible link robots have been widely discussed in the liter-
ature. In the past, link compliance was merely seen as a side
effect of certain lightweight designs where the end-effector po-
sition needs to be accurately controlled in spite of undesired
oscillations and inaccuracies due to the elastic dynamics [11],
[12]. Differently, this letter considers a different application, in-
teraction control, where link compliance is seen as an advantage
rather than a side effect. Similarly to Series Elastic Actuators
(SEAs) [6], the concept of SEL introduces the perspective of
taking advantage of compliance rather than counteracting it.
The idea of exploiting link compliance in interaction control
applications has been rarely explored in the literature. The work
by Malzahn represents one of the few significant examples.
Given that the derivation and exploitation of a multi-elastic-body
model is extremely complex and computationally intensive, one
of the contribution of Malzahn has been to exploit decentral-
ized control strategies to waive the need for a complex coupled
elastic model [13]–[15]. Generally speaking, the high complex-
ity of multi-elastic-body models make it extremely “difficult
to apply theoretical closed-loop control strategies, which need
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closed-form manipulations” of the complex beam dynamics;
indeed, “varying joint configurations, unpredictable payload
changes or physical contacts with the environment alter the
boundary conditions to the governing beam partial differential
equations” [12], [16]. As a consequence, existing investigations
are often limited to simulation studies and single-DOF experi-
ments [17], [18].

Up to now this amount of complexity hindered the diffusion
of link compliance in favor of joint compliance which can be
more easily modeled. Even in the approach by Malzahn, where
decentralized inner controllers allow to approximate the system
to a rigid-body dynamics, it is not clear how to deal with orienta-
tion errors given by link bending. Considering this background,
this letter proposes a perspective change regarding single-DOF
applications. Indeed, we argue that most of complexity in elas-
tic link modeling arises only in the case of multi-DOF systems.
Thus, we consider applications such as exoskeletons and single
joint orthoses where the main objective is to deliver a specific
torque profile at a specific joint. In these applications each robot
joint maps a human joint and each robot link is attached to a
human segment, thus, the human is in direct contact with each
robot link. This letter shows that in such single-DOF appli-
cations joint compliance and link compliance can be modeled
similarly and that SELs lead to possible advantages with respect
to SEAs. Indeed, lightweight plastic links allows not only to re-
duce the cost but also to improve safety and impact tolerance
and to more accurately estimate forces acting on the link. The
letter is organized as follows: Section II reports a model for the
SEL architecture considering links made of lightweight plastic
tubes, Section III expands on the similarities between SELs and
SEAs and motivates some advantages of SELs in single-DOF
applications, Section V reports the experimental validation of
our statements and Section VI reports our conclusions.

II. SERIES ELASTIC LINK MODELING

SEA and SEL architectures represent alternative implemen-
tations of the same concept: series compliance. Indeed, in this
section we show that they can be modeled similarly: for small
deflections the link bending stiffness can be translated into an
equivalent joint torsional stiffness. Within the SEA literature, an
established model for series compliance is the one represented
in Fig. 1(a) where θ is the motor position, q is the environment
position, τm is the motor input torque (proportional to the cur-
rent), τs is the spring torque and τe represents the environment
forces. The actuator parameters are the spring stiffness k and the
reflected motor-gear inertia Jm . For simplicity of representation
Fig. 1(a) translates angular variables (angles and torques) into
linear equivalents (linear positions and forces), nevertheless the
models in this letter refer to angular quantities. The model in
Fig. 1(a) can be written as

Jm θ̈ = τm − τs (1)

τs = k(θ − q) (2)

where τs is the spring torque and we have τe = τs . However,
when considering a robotic application driven by a SEA, this
model can only represent the elastic actuator subsystem whereas

Fig. 1. (a) A wide used model for series compliance. In the case of SEA this
model is quite unrealistic because it neglects the link inertia. In the case of
SEL the link inertia is necessarily small and the same model becomes realistic.
(b) A realistic model for SEA which includes the link inertia.

a more meaningful model should at least account for the dynam-
ics of the link, as represented in Fig. 1(b). Here, more realisti-
cally, the SEA is in contact with the environment through the
link. Indeed, the interaction with the environment necessarily in-
volves the link which represents the physical robot-environment
interface. The model in Fig. 1(b) can be expressed as

Jm θ̈ = τm − τs (3)

Jl q̈ = τs − τe (4)

where Jl represents the link inertia. Consequently, in dynamical
conditions the spring torque τs is different from the interaction
torque τe because of the in-between link dynamics. Thus, τs -
which is often used as a feedback signal [6], [7] - only provides
an indirect measure of τe which is the true interaction force with
the environment. Another side effect of the link inertia in model
(4) is that a high link inertia may imply high impact forces
during collisions with the environment, thus limiting system
safety. Interestingly, given the lightweight of plastic materials,
the SEL concept can alleviate these limitations. This will be
theoretically supported in the next section. Here we show that
SEL can be modeled similarly to model (1)–(2), i.e., as a SEA
with negligible link inertia. To this aim we base on a couple of
modeling assumptions that are detailed in the following.

The first modeling assumption regards sufficiently small link
deflections. This allows to model the elastic link as a cantilever
beam and to relate the link bending stiffness to an equivalent
torsional stiffness keq . The considered cantilever beam model
is represented in Fig. 2(a) where L is the beam length and Δx
represents the end point displacement due to a perpendicular
perturbing force Fe applied on the link endpoint. For small
deflections the cantilever beam model leads to the following
relation

Δx = − L3

3IE
Fe (5)
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Fig. 2. (a) A flexible robot link modeled as a cantilever beam and deformed
by a force Fe applied on the link endpoint. (b) An equivalent model for the
link where the link deformation is expressed in terms of an equivalent torsional
stiffness keq .

where E is the Young modulus of the beam material and I
represents the area moment of inertia of the beam section. By
considering again small deflections, translating linear quantities
into angular equivalents, i.e., Δx = L(θ − q), and considering
the force Fe as exerted by the environment, which generates the
torque τe = LFe , the following equality can be computed

τe =
3IE

L
(θ − q) = keq (θ − q) (6)

which states that the equivalent stiffness keq is given by struc-
tural beam properties such as the cross section shape and the
link length. A graphical representation of this equation is given
in Fig. 2(b) where an equivalent torsional spring with stiffness
keq determines the relation between the environment torque τe

(due to Fe ) and the angular displacement (θ − q).
The second modeling assumption we consider is motivated

by the extremely low inertia of certain plastic materials which
allows to assume the link as massless. Even if in practice the
link inertia is always a finite quantity, its value can be order
of magnitude lower with respect to the inertia of a rigid metal
link and it is definitely negligible with respect to the reflected
inertia of high torque motors which are usually required in
human-interaction applications. In this case (when Jl � Jm )
the system behavior is qualitatively different (from the case
Jl ∼ Jm ) and it is our opinion that structurally different models
can better explain this diversity. From our experimental tests,
the massless link model in Fig. 1(b) is the simplest model able
to explain the behavior of SELs. Using the massless link model
we infer some properties of the SEL closed loop system (in
Section III) and we validate them experimentally (in Section V),
thus proving coherence between our modeling assumptions and
experiments. We highlight that the massless link assumption
may be considered with caution in robotic applications where
an inertial body needs to be arranged on the link (e.g., the next
motor and the next link in a serial kinematics robot). Beside
exoskeletons and single joint orthoses, the assumption holds in
applications where the link is placed distally and is in direct
contact with the human or the environment. An example can
be a 2-DOF system with an elastic link attached to a spherical
joint. Other examples are represented by parallel robots where
motors are typically arranged on the base and each link is in
contact with the load or the environment.

As a conclusion, the following points summarize the dis-
cussed modeling choices and assumptions:

� Fig. 1(b) can be considered a realistic model for SEA,
where the spring represents a real spring arranged between
the motor and the link.

� Fig. 1(a) can be assumed as a realistic model for SEL,
where the spring represents the whole link and is charac-
terized by an equivalent stiffness k = keq which is due to
the link bending stiffness and negligible inertia.

III. SERIES ELASTIC LINK PROPERTIES

This Section formally states some advantages of SELs with
respect to SEAs in single-DOF applications and motivates why
SELs retain the same force controllability of SEAs. In partic-
ular, we show that the link deformation provides a more di-
rect measure of the robot-environment interaction force and
that, given the low inertia of plastic materials, transparency
and impact-safety can be significantly improved. The following
propositions refer to the case of SEL (modeled by (1)–(2) as in
Fig. 1(a)) in comparison to the case of SEA (modeled by (3)–(4)
as in Fig. 1(b)) when driven by the same motor with inertia Jm .

Proposition 1: Let us consider the SEL model (1)–(2), then
the link deflection measures the true robot-environment interac-
tion force τe .

The validity of this proposition is a simple consequence of our
modeling assumptions. Indeed, model (1)–(2) states that the link
deflection is proportional to the torque τs which in turn is equal
to τe . The same statement is not true in the case of the SEAs
because the spring torque τs is different from the interaction
torque τe because of the in-between link dynamics, as described
by equation (4).

Proposition 2: In the case of collision with a stiff environ-
ment, the SEL model (1)–(2) shows enhanced impact tolerance
with respect to the SEA model (3)–(4) when driven by the same
motor with inertia Jm .

Let us assume that the inertial blocks in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)
are completely rigid and let us consider an environment in the
form of a rigid kinematic constraint. When the robot link is
approaching such environment with a constant velocity q̇0 , by
virtue of momentum conservation, it turns out that in the case of
SEL (Fig. 1(a)) the impact force is a finite quantity whereas in
the case of SEA (Fig. 1(b)) the impact force F (t) is theoretically
impulsive.1 This holds both in the cases of elastic and inelastic
collisions and proves Proposition 2.

A desired characteristic in robots that interact with humans
is transparency. Transparency can be defined as the ability to
display a low output impedance in zero mode force control
(i.e., when using zero as force reference). Unfortunately, in
the case of SEAs such output impedance is dominated by the
link inertia which cannot be masked using force control and
can be considerably high. Formally, one can consider a simple

1Theoretically, a collision implies an abrupt change (a discontinuity) in veloc-
ity which in the case of an inertial body (e.g., the SEA link) needs an impulsive
force. Differently, a purely elastic body (e.g., the SEL link) can be subject to
velocity discontinuities without needing impulsive (or infinite) forces.
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proportional control law such as

τm = −P (τs − τref ) (7)

where P is a proportional force control gain and the force ref-
erence τref is set to zero. Substituting this control law in the
SEA model (3)–(4) the following closed-loop dynamics can be
computed

Jm

P + 1
θ̈ = −τs (8)

Jl q̈ = τs − τe (9)

where the motor inertia is reduced by a factor P + 1 while the
link inertia Jl is not. This is because the force sensor in SEAs
is located before the link, i.e., between the motor and the link.
Differently, the force sensor in SELs is the link itself which
theoretically allows to mask the (even low) link inertia.

The remaining part of this section expands on the fact that,
beside the above mentioned advantages, the SEL architecture
retains the same force controllability of SEAs. Leveraging on
the considerations in Section II where we showed that a SEL
can be modeled as a SEA with negligible link inertia, force
control robustness of SELs can be motivated using the same
argumentations reported for SEAs, which have been often based
on the ideal SEA model in Fig. 1 a. Robinson observed that the
actuator stiffness is on the same path of force feedback, thus
by decreasing the actuator stiffness it is possible to increase
the force control gains without altering stability margins [7].
This leads to improve transparency and to dominate non linear
motor dynamics such as stiction, backlash and cogging torques
[7], [19]. A similar finding was anticipated by Whitney who
proved that interacting with a soft environment improves the
force stability margins [20]. Even if the analysis by Whitney,
was originally conceived for the case of rigid robots driven by
hydraulic actuators, it can be extended to the case of soft robots
driven by electromagnetic motors. This extension is reported in
Appendix and shows that, differently from rigid robots, series
compliance allows unconditional force control stability in spite
of environment uncertainties. As they are modeled similarly,
this result holds for both SEA and SEL architectures, see the
Appendix for details.

IV. SERIES ELASTIC LINK IMPLEMENTATION

In this letter the SEL architecture is implemented using a
plastic hollow tube with an outer diameter D = 20 mm, and
inner diameter d = 19 mm and a length of L = 350 mm. The
tube material is polyvinyl chloride which is characterized by a
Young’s modulus of about 3 GPa. According to equation (6) and
considering that, in the case of a hollow tube the area moment
of inertia can be computed as I = π(R4 − r4)/4, this leads to
an equivalent torsional2 stiffness keq in the range of 100 Nm/rad
which is sufficiently high to support a lightweight robot structure
and sufficiently low to ensure good force controllability. Indeed,

2As explained in Section II the torsional stiffness keq is an equivalent repre-
sentation for the link bending stiffness (see Fig. 2) and should not be confused
with the torsional stiffness of the plastic tube.

Fig. 3. The modular mechanical setup in SEL configuration.

Fig. 4. SEA configuration using a lightweight rigid link. The force sensor
F can be arranged on the environment (upper picture) or on the link (lower
picture).

this stiffness value is comparable to common choices reported
in the literature for SEA-driven human-interacting robots [10],
[21]–[24]. In our preliminary prototype, the link deformation
is sensed locally using a couple of strain gauges arranged as
in Fig. 3. However, different deformation sensing methods can
be conceived which may even span the entire link. The strain
gauges are connected to a custom electronic board which in-
cludes a Wheatstone bridge, an amplification stage and a filter-
ing stage with cut-off frequency at 1.5 kHz. The instrumented
plastic link has been mounted on a modular mechanical setup as
represented in Fig. 3. The setup includes a geared motor M , a
commercial torque sensor T (model AEP RT2A) which is used
only for identification purposes, and a commercial force sensor
F (model Futek LCM300) used to measure the interaction forces
with the environment. The setup can be arranged in both SEL
and SEA configurations. In the SEL configuration the encoders
E1 and E2 are connected using a rigid bar RB and both measure
the angle θ described in model (1). In the SEA configuration the
rigid bar RB is substituted by a spring S ( characterized by a
torsional stiffness k = 78 Nm/rad) and the plastic link is substi-
tuted by a rigid link RL. To provide conservative experimental
results we considered an extremely lightweight rigid link, built
using a commercial DIN bar as shown in Fig. 4. Depending
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS

on the configuration and on the specific experiment, the sensor
F is arranged on the rigid link, on the plastic link or on the
environment. System parameters have been estimated using a
procedure similar to the one described in [25] and are reported
in Table I.

Force control is implemented using a proportional-derivative
(PD) control law in the form

τm = −P (τs − τref ) − Dτ̇s (10)

considering the same tuning for both the SEA and SEL config-
urations, see Table I. The control process runs on a standard PC
at 3 kHz and communicates with the motor drive and the sensor
electronics via Ethercat protocol at the same rate. Controllers
are implemented in C++ within the Series Elastic Library archi-
tecture (http://metropolis.scienze.univr.it/altair/selib/).

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Three experiments are designed to experimentally validate
the statements in Section III. In the case of SEA the feedback
torque is computed as τs = k(θ − q) using encoders E1 and E2
to measure θ and q while the case of SEL the link deformation
is measured locally using strain gauges. The additional force
sensor F is used to measure the interaction torque τe and is
arranged on the environment (during experiments 1 and 2) or
on the link (during experiment 3).

A. Experiment 1

The objective of the first experiment is to measure the force
tracking performance of SEL and SEA arrangements when in-
teracting with a rigid environment. In this experiment the link
(either plastic or rigid) is placed in contact with a stiff envi-
ronment and a discontinuous force reference is commanded to
push against it. Control responses are reported in Fig. 5 where
τref represents the desired torque, τs is the torque measured by
spring compression (in SEA) or link deformation (in SEL) and
τe is the true interaction force with the environment measured
using the force sensor F arranged on the environment. A fast
and accurate step response is observed for both the configura-
tions; in the case of SEL we measured a rise time of about 10 ms

Fig. 5. Torque tracking experiments using SEL and SEA configurations. τr ef

is the torque reference, τe is the interaction force with the environment measured
the force sensor F and τs is the torque measured by link deformation (in SEL)
or spring compression (in SEAs).

and a maximum static error of 3.5%. A similar response is ob-
served for the SEA configuration (rise time: 9 ms, static error:
5.0%). The similar characteristics of SEL and SEA responses
confirm our theoretical expectations. Finally, we observe that,
as the experiment only involves static conditions, the torques
estimated by spring or link deformation (τs, in red) are always
close to the ones measured by the commercial sensor F (τe , in
yellow).

B. Experiment 2

This experiment is designed to show the impact responses of
SEL and SEA architectures. An impedance controller is imple-
mented using an inner PD force loop tuned with P = 2, D = 0
and an outer position feedback

τref = −kdes(q − qref ) + g(q), (11)

where kdes is the desired stiffness, qref represents the
impedance equilibrium position (the position when no force
is applied), τref is the torque reference for the inner force con-
troller and g(q) is a gravity compensation term. The reader is re-
ferred to [2], [26], [27] for details on this impedance control im-
plementation. The impedance stiffness is set to kdes = 2 Nm/rad
and the equilibrium position qref is commanded with a sinu-
soidal signal causing impacts on a metal surface. Results are
reported in Fig. 6 which shows the interaction forces with the
environment (τe , red line) measured by the commercial sensor
F (arranged on the environment) and by link or spring deflection
(τs, yellow line). SEL impact forces are significantly lower in
magnitude than those occurred with SEAs. These results con-
firm the statement in Proposition 2. Moreover, it can be observed
that in the case of SEL the torque τs is very close to the one
measured by the commercial sensor meaning that the link de-
flection provides an accurate measure of interaction forces, as
stated in Proposition 1. Differently, in the case DFSEA configu-
ration, the spring torque τs is sometimes far from the interaction
torque τe as shown in magnification plots. This is because in
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Fig. 6. Impact forces in SEL and SEA during impedance control experiments
where the robot link hits a metal surface. τs is the torque measured by link
deformation (in SEL) or spring compression (in SEA) while τe is the interaction
force with the environment measured using a commercial force sensor.

dynamical conditions the torque τs cannot distinguish between
the environment interaction force and the inertial force due to
the link. Finally, we observe that SEL impact responses present
bumps and contact discontinuities which disappear in the case
of SEL. Indeed, the inherent damping of plastic materials may
help to dissipate the impact energy and the low weight of plastic
links allows to be more easily dampened by the control system,
when the contact is lost.

C. Experiment 3

This experiment is designed to measure the force control
transparency of our SEL and SEA implementations. The PD
force controller (10) is set up with zero force as reference and
we recorded data from manual perturbations acting on the force
sensor F arranged on the link as in Fig. 4, lower picture. The
recorded data is used to estimate the apparent robot inertia Ja

considering a purely inertial model

−τe(t) = Ja q̈(t) (12)

Fig. 7. Identification experiments in zero mode force control under manual
perturbations. The plots show that the interaction dynamics can be explained
using a purely inertial model.

where q̈(t) is the recorded acceleration and τe(t) is due to the
manual perturbing forces. Fig. 7 reports the related data fitting
showing that model (12) can adequately explain the apparent
system dynamics. In our testbed, the estimated apparent iner-
tia of the SEL configuration is Ja = 4.13 10−3 kg·m2 which
is extremely close to the value Jm +JD T

P +1 = 20.8 10−3 kg/m2

4+1 =
4.16 10−3 kg·m2 which represents the masked motor inertia
only. This agrees with our assumption of negligible link in-
ertia: only the masked motor inertia seems to be perceived.
In the case of SEA the apparent inertia is estimated as
Ja = 14.4 10−3 kg·m2 which seems very close to Jm +JD T

P +1 +
JRLF S = 14.8 10−3 kg·m2 , i.e., the sum of motor and link in-
ertia. As expected, a SEA architecture cannot mask the (possibly
high) rigid link inertia. We acknowledge that the motor gearbox
presents a mechanical play which may lead to slightly under-
estimate the parameter Ja : during direction changes the motor
may be not in contact with the drive-train leading to a lower
output impedance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work introduces the concept of Series Elastic Link where
compliance is implemented by the inherent link flexibility lead-
ing to affordable and compact compliant design. It reports our
efforts to theoretically and experimentally motivate the similar-
ities between SELs and SEAs as well as certain advantages of
SELs with respect to more expensive SEAs. Further steps are
planned to characterize and control SELs including the identifi-
cation of dynamical effects which are not accounted here (e.g.,
link damping and plasticity), different approaches to sense link
deformation (in this work the deformation is measured locally
but nothing prevents to exploit the whole link deformation) and
more advanced force control methods to provide stable, accurate
and predictable responses in spite of environment uncertainties
(e.g., [28]–[30]). In this regard the small weight of plastic links
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Fig. 8. Plot (a): a rigid robot (modeled a as a pure inertia Jm ) in contact
with the environment (modeled as spring with stiffness h). Plot (b): a compliant
robot in contact with the environment where 1/k represents the robot series
compliance.

can pose some control challenges, especially in the case of ex-
tremely soft environments [31].

APPENDIX

In his seminal work Whitney analyzed the stability of a force
controlled hydraulic actuator when interacting with an environ-
ment modeled as a pure spring [20]. He considered a digital
force control implementation in the form

τm = −Pτe (13)

where τe measures the interaction force with the environment
and P is a proportional gain, and found the following stability
condition

0 < PTh < 1 (14)

where h is the environment stiffness and T is the digital de-
lay. Interestingly, a similar condition can be found by applying
the same analysis to the case of an electromagnetic actuator
modeled as

Jm θ̈ + dm θ̇ = τm − τe (15)

where θ is the motor position, Jm is the reflected motor iner-
tia, dm is the viscous coefficient, τm is the motor input torque
(proportional to the current) and τe = hθ represents the envi-
ronment forces, as shown in Fig. 8(b). We observe that model
(15) is equivalent to (1) except for the damping term dm θ̇. By
substituting (13) in (15) one can find the following closed loop
dynamics

[Jm s2 + dm s + h(P + 1)]θ = 0 (16)

where s is the Laplace variable and by following the method-
ology proposed by Whitney the continuous-time system can be
transformed into the following discrete-time system using the
forward Euler method. In Z-transform notation this leads to

z2 + z(α − 2) + (Tαβ − α + 1) = 0 (17)

where α = dm T
Jm

and β = h(P + 1). Finally, stability of the
discrete time system (17) is ensured if and only if the roots are
within the unitary circle which is equivalent to

0 < (P + 1)Th < dm . (18)

This condition is similar to (14) and states that environment com-
pliance improves force control robustness: when h decreases the
gain and delay margins increase, i.e., P and T can be augmented
while retaining the same stability robustness.

Interestingly, condition (18) can be pessimistically interpreted
by stating that, given a digital force control implementation with
proportional gain P and delay T , it is always possible to find
a stiff enough environment to bring the system to instability.
This explains why force control of stiff robots has been his-
torically considered a challenging task [32]. Fortunately, when
series compliance is introduced, force control becomes uncon-
ditionally stable. This can be shown by further extending the
analysis by Whitney to the case of the compliant robot driven
by electromagnetic actuators, as represented in Fig. 8(b).

Proposition 3: Given the compliant robot model represented
in Fig. 8(b) and modeled as (15) where τe = k(θ − q) = hθ,
a digital force control implementation with proportional gain
P < dm

kT is always stable, independently of the environmental
stiffness h.

Proof: The proposition can be proved by substituting the
environment stiffness h in (18) with the series of robot and
environment stiffness kh

k+h . Then, the new stability condition
becomes

0 < PkT < dm (1 +
k

h
) (19)

where 1/k represents the robot series compliance. Then, by
considering the worst case scenario h → ∞, one can find that a
digital force control implementation with positive proportional
gain

P <
dm

kT
(20)

is always stable, independently of the environment stiffness h.�
This extension to the Whitney condition holds whenever a

compliant robot can be modeled as in Fig. 8(b) which represents
a quite realistic model for SEL. A similar analysis has been
reported in our previous work [33] where, however, condition
(14) was not extended to the case of electromagnetic actuators.
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